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Introduction

The purpose of tl1is paper is to provide an overview of developments in best practice regulation.
Since the Public Utility Research Center, in collaboration with the World Bank, has put on six
International Training Programs on Utility Regulation and Strategy over the past three years, we
have worked on tllis topic on an intensive and regular basis. Over 500 regulators and managers
from 87 countries have come to Florida to participate in the two-week course. We have learned a
great deal about tIle principles of regulation and about the regulatory process. I wish I could
report tilat we have the definitive classification scheme that allows us to rank all regulatory
commissiollS on tIle basis of well-defined (and quantifiable) criteria. Unfortunately, I do not
have the recipe for all to follow. In fact, there is no "ideal" commission, since organizational
design depends on the institutional context. Nevertheless, I will propose a criterion from an
economist's perspective.

Recently, Australia's Utility Regulators Forum had a Discussion Paper of "Best Practice Utility
Regulatioll" prepared as part of a program to promote the exchange of ideas regarding regulatory
activities. Nine best practice principles were identified:

1. Conl111l1nication (information to stakeholders on a timely and accessible basis)
2. Consultation (participation of stakeholders in meetings)
3. Consistency (across Inarket participants and over time)
4. Predictability (a reputation that facilitates planning by suppliers and customers)
5. Flexibility (by using appropriate instruments in response to changing conditions)
6. Independellce (autonomy-free from undue political influence)
7. Effectiveness and Efficiency (cost-effectiveness emphasized in data collection and policies)
8. Accou11tability (clearly defined processes and rationales for decisions, with appeals)
9. Transparellcy (openness of the process)

These principles are then embodied in best practice processes, as problems are identified and
addressed in a systematic manner.! Finally, the third component emphasized in the Discussion

1 Stem and Holder (1999) use a similar framework for appraising regulatory systems. They emphasize three
principles that relate to institutional design (the formal elements of regulation): (1) Clarity of Roles and Objectives;
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Paper relates to best practice organization: the role, resources, and structure of the agency. The
staff experIise for Inaking decisions and clarity of responsibilities (within and among government
entities) \vcre inlportant aspects of this third component.

The docurnent represents a good overview of the institutional design and regulatory process
issues that nlust be addressed when establishing or evaluating a regulatory agency. However, it
needs to extended to include sector performance as the ultimate indicator of regulatory
perforn1ance. If good regulation only involves filling out a checklist of agency qualities, then
organizations vvit11law-abiding well-intentioned people ought to be able to score high on
indicators reflecting eacl1 of the nine principles. In addition, the regulatory process can reflect
those principles. Yet if firms in the sector are not performing in a manner that matches standards
set by sinl i lar firn1s in otller countries, then how can that regulation be "best practice"?
Somehovv, regulatory outcomes must be factored into the evaluation, and both relative and
absolute of sector performance are outcomes of interest to customers and investors. If
consunlers are being denied valued new services available to those in other countries, then the
principles processes will not be adequate indicators of performance.

Fortunate tIle conflict is more apparent than real. These regulatory inputs (principles,
processes, organization) will tend to promote investments and managerial activities that
enhance industry performance. However, if the substance of regulatory strategies and the
implementatio11 of associated policies are inconsistent with strong sector performance, then the
benchn1ark' ng exercise needs to recognize this policy failure. For simplicity, let performance
consist of ve elClnents: (1) productivity advance (reflecting cost containment and adoption of
new technologies); (2) new service introductions; (3) returns to investors commensurate with the
risks tIle)! , (4) prices tllat reflect minimum incremental costs; and (5) expansion of basic
services to particular customer groups. Countries with high performance in energy, water, and
teleconl111unicatiolls sectors will generally also have good regulatory performance-as defined in
the Regu12tors Forum docunlent or the NERA study by Stem and Holder. The associated
agencies 'J1 met tIle cllecklist of principles. In addition, they will tend to have processes
that prolllote credibility with investors and legitimacy with consumers. Finally, successful
agencies organizational designs that enhance efficiency in the sector and the economy as a
whole.

Thus, a key indicator of regulatory performance is sector performance. The number of studies,
cases decided, rules prolnulgated are regulatory inputs. However, the fundamental
regulatory is indllstry performance. Benchmarking looks at both inputs and outputs. Of
course, scct<jr performance is also dependent on general economic conditions and institutional
features economy (including an independent judiciary and political restraint).
Neverthe,ess, if study of "best practice" focuses on principles and procedures rather than
market o'ltcorncs, then we wilillave a very limited perspective on what really matters.

(2) Autonci!ny; (1;1(\ Accountability. They identify three areas related to regulatory processes (informal
accountabi ity): Participation; (5) Transparency; and (6) Predictability. The six criteria are used to rate agencies
in six f\sia :', nation~.
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Econon1 cs of nlitics-"Who Matters, What Matters?"

The enlp' lasis 0 ~ '; .ndustry performance is not meant to diminish the importance of principles and
process. Clea:-ly- both are necessary-but not sufficient-if regulation is to be judged "best
pract i ':e. Proced ures matter because of the role played by a regulatory agency in mediating
among tbe interests of variolIS stakeholder groups. The "classical" characterization of
"indeperdent" r~gulation llas the agency in the middle of a triangle, balancing the interests of
governnl',.~nt,surpliers, and ClIstomers. Recognizing that institutional change requires legal
mandate~~~ the GJvemment is often placed at the top vertex of the triangle. Government could be
identifiec more broadly as politicians and elected officials. Or it might be defined more narrowly
as a "NIi:;istry~'. 1-Iowever, tllose out of power could be in power in the future, so the agency is
also n1ed ating interests of individuals whose time horizons extend to the next general
elect; 011 (~nd ~~rs who infllIence public policy only indirectly. Furthermore, in federal systems,
the migh have primary responsibility for one jurisdiction, so that the interests of other
agencies lnust taken into account. The simple term "Government" in the balancing act begins
to resenlble a more cOl11plex set of political forces.

The tr-iar.gle's y._,-tex labeled "Sllppliers" is complex for a number of reasons. So long as the
entity is no longe:- a vertically integrated firm, an entire production chain must be considered.
Market dc~sign i~:)ues are at tIle forefront of regulatory challenges. Incumbent firms (privately or
pub]" owneu), recel1t entrants, and potential entrants all have interests in the "rules of the
ganl'-' establish by the agency. Access regimes, types of incentive systems (price cap vs. rate
ofrc, rn , and review processes all affect the cash flows for these market participants. Behind
these firrns are of eqllity owners, debt-holders, and managers-all of whom can have
different interests regarding risks they are willing to experience and information disclosure rules
adopted by the Llgency.

No less complic:;,ted is tIle interest group identified by "Customers." The number of customer
cate~~orics is end css: industrial, commercial or residential; urban or rural (high cost areas); large
or Sl'." all demanders; higll inco1ne or low income; served and unserved communities;
tecL,]logicalJy sopllisticated and unsophisticated; today's customers versus all these groups five
year,; no\v. ~rhe balancing act within a category begins to look even more problematic than
betl; 'een the tb archetypal groups.

So cl:lssical c:laracterization of the regulator as "merely" balancing the interests of three
groups rcsemblc,~ a troop of jugglers with thirty different objects flying through the air at various
speeds. l'llis ob:</~rvatio11 explains why I like academia: it is far easier to be an outside observer
ofs :h1 instit 1011. As the number of policy objectives increase, the number of potential
sup' .er~' expel nes, and diverse needs of customers become recognized, the task of regulation
bec i tuorc cO:;lplicated. The lesson for regulation is that a "light-handed" approach is best:
forl ~~rar,ce available (depending on the law), competition where feasible (depending on
proL __.ctinn logies a11d l11arket size), and all-party settlements (alternative dispute
reso 1 1) wI, possible.
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So ~,~ .. cipl!._", agellCY balances all these interests in a way that promotes legitimacy to
cus~ :11el':~, crcd' . ity for investors and efficiency for the general economy-all the while
reccgniz ;1g . t'-;e tIlree objectives involve many sub-components that complicate the
regulato:"/ prc~css. WIlen tIle impersonal market can be used to create and allocate value, the
advant(1g.~ to :ng the outcolnes up to market forces is that the rent-seeking activity of the
varic;.1s rnarket rticipants is channeled away from influencing the regulatory process.

In C2:~e of 1'1Y pllblic policies, the benefits are highly concentrated, and the costs dispersed
ove n~ I11be:' groups. For groups with high per capita potential benefits, political lobbying
acti\ t)T ·ill .ntcnse. TIlis pattern means that some public intervention is likely to result in the
aggI'!,-'g~lt cOS',S ing greater than the benefits (for example, the protection of special interests).

The nex t t\yO .011S focus 011 two key characteristics of regulation that can partially counter the
like~ . of transparency/participation and consultative processes that bring all the
parties to tIle TIlen SOllle fundamental economic concepts are presented that underscore
my rcaSC'1S for preferring to identify "best practice regulation" in terms of indices of industry
per 'uTIli ,lce than indicators of regulatory procedures. I would elevate substance over
fOD1.

Participation

Trar'~nar'~ncy . tes openness to the views of different stakeholder groups. Participation by
stak '101cers is one way regulators can be held accountable for their actions. How are agencies
rew~: or punished? First, budgets can be expanded or cut, based on the perceived
peri' !'lllcnCe agency (and the sectors it regulates). Second, recognition can be given to key
personnc a significant impact on agency policy implementation and on sector
perfJll11(~nce. .rd, legislative and executive oversight can serve as a vehicle for monitoring
age~cy 2.. cs. In addition, McCubins and Schwartz (1984) emphasize the role of interest
groups 8.< pro" additiollal information to politicians regarding agency activities: such groups
trigger 1rc a if tIle bureaucracy strays from its legislative mandate.

Iated industries, incumbent suppliers can obtain information rents because they
on denland patterns and cost structures. Other interest groups, including

have an interest in bringing out some of that information. Policy-makers will
adlnin istrative processes that facilitate the development of more

;'ornlation. Thus, communication and consultation are important principles for
Ie":.
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U:' stakeIloldcrs (with interests that diverge from the incumbent) will tend to
.nfCrI11ation. I-fowever, policy makers have the advantage of eliciting a diverse set

context of open proceedings. Furthermore, factual information can be
various participants will tend to build sound (as opposed to "biased" cases) for
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. Th JS, adn1inistrative procedures can structure participation so as to produce
,':-11 :-;1ore conlprcl1ensive information.
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f() rn1al and informal processes are in alignment, transparency can be threatened.
Argentina natural gas sector, the law requires the regulatory agency, Enargas,

S'Jurces of cost-savings implicit in the X-factor applied to distribution
pr:/:e control review. This requirement has been interpreted as requiring the
lop :':Ost-co11tainment programs that the company could adopt to achieve these
recent price review, the agency also examined total factor productivity numbers

'lity of plans. The key point here is that the formal process (required by law)
the actual process used to estimate X.

It is sure y T')r~

Improve r'

creation i)f
infornlo;
discretic
necesS8 r 'r,

mana~er:'

len-:atic to have regulators identifying specific plans for cost containment (an
rC~lding progran1, just-in-time inventory initiatives, etc.) So in practice, the

111111ended projects becomes aformal mechanism for ratifying a more realistic
qllantifying X. It seems that such a "shadow" process increases regulatory

red',.1ces transparency. However, if the legal framework makes such an approach
"second best" approach is better than the alternative-in this case, micro-

Consnlt~lti{ alld f\lternative Dispute Resoilltion

'~r ,"C11tify participation as one of their six criteria for sound regulation. They
conlll1unication and consultation are necessary if stakeholders are to be

and allowed to contribute to regulatory discussions. Broad policy will have
i legislation, but the agency will still have to interpret and apply the law in the

acts. Identifying that "reality" becomes a task for market participants. As the
iversity) ofn1arket participants expands, the use of the traditional adversarial

in tl1e U.S. is being supplemented (if not replaced) by alternative dispute
nrocedures.

Stem 1
recogniz,~ t'
infomlc(
been eS1:Jbl'
context
number
hearing
resolution

et C111ents ill8ke winners-Hearings make losers." Nevertheless, the dispute
2SS i11atters. Three approaches from Canada illustrate the strengths and limitations

to ADR (Grant, 1999). First, consider the Ontario Energy Board. Utilities
! ed (lpplication to the Board to initiate negotiations. Although Board staff

discussions, they are to provide general information-not take positions in the
a settlen1ent is reached, the Board reviews the agreements on an issue-by
changes. The rationale for such intervention is that the parties might not
in t11e public interest. However, individual issue review reduces the

cl101ders \\Till make trade-offs (compromises) that yield win-win outcomes,
Its ;'(~alize that the Board can overturn portions of the agreement. The result is that
CIT1~nts are achieved.

It is said
resolutic'l
of vario', s
provide
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negotiatl
Issue
reach an
likelihoc j
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The case 0
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Nz:",ional Energy Board is quite different. No application is placed before the
.~cn:~~ers do not participate in the meetings (so they are not in much of a position to

r ;~al s(~ttlenlent). Thus, the Board either approves or rejects the settlement
de nunlerous settlements between shippers and pipelines have emerged from

,']l1S involving pricing flexibility and mutually beneficial incentives), the system is
~arc:~t to tIle gelleral public.

FinallY,cul1si Britisll Columbia Utilities Commission. The utility submits a full
application. C'~:tlin'ng the issues to be resolved. Workshops and information requests promote
transparelc'T, conl111ission staff actively participating in the negotiations. Nearly 100% of
the settle llave been successful (and approved by the Commission)-reducing the
cost of nd speeding up what can be a cumbersome process. Grant (1999) maintains
that the has stinlulated utilities to work closely with customers, yielding improved
perfonl1 sU,Jpliers and customers. On the surface, the last system seems to be closer to
"best pr~ _additional analysis would be needed for a definitive conclusion. In particular,
do agenc:J or~rate in a heavy-handed manner in this attempt at "light-handed" regulation?

Beyond Substance: Concepts for Promoting Good Performance

Myenlpb
a mediat!
ought to
doubt,
given to

.;~dustry performance is based on a view that ultimately regulation is serving as
consumers and suppliers. A case can be made that economic efficiency
least as ll1uch weight as procedural rules when evaluating a commission. No
also about "fairness" and public acceptability. However, unless weight is

nlarket performance, we will focus on individual trees and not see the forest.

Regulation a significant ilnpact on the operation of markets. Regulators have a number of
instrul11ents a\'~1 to il1f1uence markets. The instruments can be directed at three main
targets: ~ re tIle industry, behavior of firms, and market outcomes (or performance).
Market is o:~ e of those forest topics that has a significant impact on ultimate market
perforll18 structure is affected by regulations creating entry barriers and limiting
product second set of rules constrain corporate behavior (price levels and rate
structure" r('~'1oti()nal activity, service quality, input choices, and environmental rules--to list a
few). Of latory instrunlents directly impact the performance offirms--as in sharing rules
(if returns exceed SOlne specified linlit). Depending on the instruments used by regulators, value
is created and/or allocated among various stakeholder groups.

Public Utili t," ·,~s:..~: :c11 Center
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To under~,~!nd ho\v regulatio11 affects managerial decision-making, it is helpful to survey some of
the concc-:~s a:ld principles t11at capture key features of the regulatory environment2 :

(1) Asy!; information is a technical term (jargon) that attempts to capture the different
kno\',', bases of managers and regulators. Managers have much more information about
produc' possibilities, demand patterns, and the impacts of technological changes than
regul(~ irs. III son1e ways the point is quite obvious, but its implications for regulatory policy
are pre' ound. P~dn1itting ignorance is not easy. Yet, if knowledge is power, surely ignorance
repres .:lts \veakness. If agency staff have a limited, incorrect, or distorted view of cost
conta: tnent opportu11ities and customer valuations for various service qualities, then
regul~'~ 'Jry 111andates that presume otherwise are likely to yield sub-optimal performance.
This :nt is not intended to imply that executives and managers always have better
infoL' 'jori or ll1ake great decisions. The principle of information asymmetry merely
undeL~ )rcs the need to provide appropriate incentives so managers utilize their information
In \vay: .I11ately benefit consumers. Simultaneously, the system should provide the
opport' nity to nlC1intain t11e financial integrity of the firm.

(2) "Ince :ive l<egulation" involves agency policies that are designed to induce managers to
apply :leir' nfornlation in ways that improve cost containment activities and promote new
serVlC introductions. Opportunities for capturing some of the added value (often labeled
"rent~: created hough n1anagerial effort and risk-taking will tend to promote good
perfe ;'11;cc in the sector. Cost of service, disallowances, price caps, benchmarking, and
hybri 11 provide incentives of one form or another. A key point is that when firms
can " I11CrC . a t11e 11earing room (or legislature) than through operational effectiveness,
they \\,' ,1 devote resources to influencing regulatory rulings rather than value-creation.

(3) Optic al tive plans represent one method to force the firm to reveal its capabilities.
Given 'nfornlation asyn1n1etries, the firm will be better off than if regulators had complete
inforr, perfor111ance is improved under plans that give firms some flexibility in
selcc~' A firm that agrees to attempt to meet very high performance goals is
re\v~' opportunity to also earn higher returns. Customers gain from having the
firnl sue targets. However, executives may choose a lower target (associated with
conl:'~ lower potential returns).

(4) Quar
atten t" 11 111 'J s t

perfo:- .

lev'21

ce can suffer llnder price cap as well as other forms of regulation, so special
paid to establishing rewards for good performance and penalties for poor
course, quality improvelnents take resources, so determining the optimal

C~Ul be problen1atic. There is much to be learned from experience in other

2These rc identified by participants in a two-day training course at the Massachusetts Department of
Teleconll~; Energy (May 1999). The author had provided an overview of regulatory principles and
incentive ~. .L'ndees indicated that these twelve concepts represented fundamental building blocks in
developing !Jlicics that prollloted good industry performance.
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'0 r21ated issues arise in the context of current restructuring initiatives around the
of mergers (and reduced competition?) on quality and the impacts of

:;1tcgration 011 system reliability.

(5) Statis ;.2n hlnarking can reduce information asymmetries. Regulatory agencies can
share 1. or use data filed at the federal level to make comparisons across
cOll1pa:'able firn1s, generating units, or other entities. For example, if advertising is a
COl1cer: ~ is the ratio of advertising to revenue of comparable firms. For incentive
purpos e best comparisons are on some overall dimension. Focusing on heat rates or
unit Zl': ca11 reSlllt in an electric utility devoting excessive resources to meeting a
spec publication of overall performance comparisons can also put pressure on
poori~ firms.

i uences allocative efficiency. The topic raises important issues. Should
ones to initiate new price stnlctures or should regulators actively participate in

case ofprice discrimination in terms of senior citizen discounts (say, for
tc :.~phone price for a limited number of calls) illustrates a dilemma facing regulators.

ar~ \vell off, while many YOlo ~ families have little earning power. Targeting
ps)r the receipt of social sllb~, iies is less costly than a generalized rate

1" .its the firm's ability to expand service to new (often poor) customers.
~o respo11d to different price elasticities can enable them to recover fixed

.ng service to a larger number of people. Of course, reasonable people can
c1t i legitinlate price differentiation and what is undue price discrimination.

spec: 1

redu
Allo\\' .
costs, >.

differn

(6) Rate
firn1s L

this
reduce
M2n\T

indus: r '

(7) Inter-i
con1p8
medic1t

conlp'~"

option',
Issues

try rIvalry presents complex regulatory issues: cable vs. wire-line telephone
"cs~ and gas vs. electric for residen '31 heating. Agencies will be called upon to

jutes on a regular basis. A rel. difficulty is judging whether gains in one
. fro 11 a telecom/cable merger) .~ sufficient to offset potential losses of

;-. n 1~iotl1er industry. It will be very difficult to determine when competitive
uate to allow agencies to step back from the process. We can expect many
the future as industry boundaries become blurred.

(8) Higll
Studic:'

po:" "

Attra:.:
recon'
constr

sf ff need to be rewarded if hey are to be retained by regulatory agencies.
Id rC\Teal rel8tively low staff S 1ries compared with comparable utility
\lithout highly motivated tec}; -1 staff, the studies analyzing alternative

" be' nadequate-Ieaving Com ,ions to base their judgements on meager data.
.od2ngineering capabilities is J Licularly important. Many observers

rating the salaries of regulatory analysts from general civil service
~;t a high caliber staff can b!' maintained.

(9) An
of
aSSOCI
In~

cpendence may be as important as political independence from the standpoint
sc:und regulatory policies. C'. yen the growing complexity of the issues

'th ~l transition to more compl' i* 'e markets, staff skills become even more
"he use of ccntract consultant: issibly paid for by regulated firms) represents
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one te\'h :, c for augmenting expertise at at. ',tgency. Note that the separation of regulation
fr01l1 Ii '111ent is a prerequisite for agellCY independence.

Legal cxpc
can also
in devcL
the ilunl"

(11) Str
grollp5
prese:~

gIver,
agency as
instrunle:-: ~

incenti \/i'

to "ess'~;'

raIses

the AC' '=-

(12)
objec ,
Hcadl'nes
jourlla] I

and inr
conlml'
brougl-:
in t () ac .,:'\.'

Conclud

proaches can enhance regula" J f performance. In particular, economists can
'ith legal backgrounds underst~ L why certain strategies are being emphasized.

can help in the design ofprob~ms that are consistent with relevant laws. They
develop rationales for changir ,hose laws. Similarly, engineers can be helpful

:s forward-looking measures of ;sts. Accountants can help the team understand
:OIlS of alternative rate designs fer covering embedded costs.

regulation is a natural response to strategic behavior by other stakeholder
:'oved analysis can strengthen rec:ponses to various proposals (or positions)
.111portant groups. Furthermoi ~ if new objectives are added to those initially

~,~cncy (say, energy conservatior. Jdditional instruments must be given to the
'~ll. III some countries, competi '1 is viewed as both an objective and as an
f regulation. For example, Au lian access regulation raises its own set of
'res related to investment in fae icies that might be subject to third party access
-natural n10nopoly-facilitics. Setting the terms and conditions of access

've issues and jurisdictional prob1ems (Maddock and Marshall, 1997). Clearly,
ust identify and prioritize its objectives if policies are to be effective.

~.:r Relationships are import" '0 getting the commission's intentions,
policies clearly laid out by ~ress becomes a significant agency activity.

111ewspapers and sound bites ike the evening news. So the education of
?1d tIle general public warrants ;tantial attention. The best technical studies
.ve regulatory incentive schemt vvill not be accepted if their rationales cannot be
'~cd to major stakeholder groups. Tn fact, those with narrower interests need to be

the decisioll-process early on {cnat their perspectives can be heard and taken
-to tIle extent that important 01 .-2ctives are not sacrificed.

Since rcgu
implen1ellti
brief rcviey ,

trying to si

_ agencies are basically setting ~C'traints on corporate behavior, those
blic policy l1eed to understanc dat is driving decisions in the marketplace. A

'!'-larket processes can help us idel ·fy the challenges facing regulators who are
competitive outcomes.

How (0 fin~~

freed up a1'
consun1er,
meet the
profits fro.
put tLcir cZ't
arIse rom ~

',~ate value? First, they create v~,' te by lowering costs. Valuable resources are
sc in other sectors of the econor . Second, since value is in the eyes of the
,~c is created \Vllen product quality 1111provements or entirely new products better
cf eonsunlers. In competitive n'arkets, firms creating value are able to capture
. risk-taking activity. Ecc~10m" fits represent returns to equity investors who

1t risk. Nornlal returns arose fi normal performance. Above-normal returns
.or perforn13nce (reflecting best-l ,-actice in operational effectiveness and
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selection of a strategy that nleets the preferences of consumers and builds on the capabilities of
the firm).

There are clear links between economic principles and business decision-making. Investors
respond to signals provided by the securities markets and firms enter and exit markets based on
profit expectations. Similarly, incentives established by regulators (including entry policies and
access regulation) Ilave significant impacts on what firms do and how they do it. Unless agencies
understand the processes underlying decisions in an unregulated setting, they will be unable to do
a good job of Ineeting public policy objectives through appropriate selection and use of policy
instnullents (Berg, 1996). In particular, by encouraging firms to create value (via cost
containmellt and tIle introduction of valued new services) regulators can enhance industry
performance. Ho\vever, ifpoor incentives are pr01TIulgated, value can be destroyed, as investors
withdraw capital from tIle industry or costs drift upward in response to cost-of-service regulation.
The art ofreglllation involves establishing rules that allocate value to consumers and suppliers in
such a way as to ll1aintain illcentives for the firm to create value, while maintaining political
legitilllacy in the eyes of consumers and other stakeholders.
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